Queens Dialysis Centers

ID Facility
1 ASTORIA DIALYSIS CENTER
6 BAYSIDE DIALYSIS CENTER
11 BROADWAY DIALYSIS CENTER at ELMHURST HOSPITAL CENTER
26 CRD ASSOCIATES LLC CLIFFSIDE NURSING HOME
31 FLUSHING HOSPITAL MEDICAL CENTER-ESRD
32 FLUSHING MANOR DIALYSIS CENTER, LLC
36 IHS QUEENS DIALYSIS
41 KEW GARDENS DIALYSIS CENTER
45 LIU SATELLITE DIALYSIS FACILITY
49 MARJORIE BASSER DIALYSIS CENTER
68 NEWTOWN DIALYSIS CENTER, INC
70 QUEENS ARTIFICIAL KIDNEY CENTER
71 QUEENS DIALYSIS CENTER
72 QUEENS VILLAGE DIALYSIS CENTER
74 RIDGWOOD DIALYSIS CENTER
78 ROGOSIN INSTITUTE-QUEENS
84 SOUTH QUEENS DIALYSIS CENTER
85 SPRINGFIELD DIALYSIS CENTER
86 ST. ALBANS DIALYSIS CENTER
92 THE NY HOSP MED CTR OF QUEENS
93 THE POLA TENENBAUM CENTER FOR RENAL CARE
94 TRUDE WEISHAUPT MEMORIAL DIALYSIS CENTER at NEW YORK HOSPITAL of QUEENS